War against Ukraine
Federal government action since the start of Russian military aggression on 24 February 2022

Humanitarian aid
Emergency aid, materials deliveries, water/sanitation/hygiene projects, safety and health, winter aid, food security, secondment of members of the Swiss Humanitarian Aid Unit (SHA)

Development cooperation
Peace and governance, sustainable cities, SMEs, health, adaptation of existing projects, additional resources, new projects

Financial assistance and multilateral support
Maintaining the non-military functions of the Ukrainian state, support for economic reforms, SMEs and tech start-ups

Peace, human rights and international humanitarian law
Documentation, prosecutions, protection of civilians

Recovery process
Warsaw, URC 2022 Lugano (Lugano Principles for recovery), Berlin, Paris, WEF

Good offices
Talks in Geneva, protecting power mandate

International organisations
Statements on Ukraine within the UN, Council of Europe and Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, support for resolutions at the UN General Assembly

Preservation of cultural assets
UNESCO and Swiss civil society actors protecting cultural assets

Migration
Protection status S, admission of those seeking protection

Sanctions
Adoption of EU sanctions against Russia and Belarus